
EXTREME NSIGHT PLATFORM TOOLSROLE TASK CHALLENGE

- Responsive, easy to use
- Improved e�ciency 
- Reduced site visits
- Rogue monitoring 
  and reporting
- Optimal wireless performance

- Better ROI
- Easy scalability
- Savings
- E�ciency

- Responsive, easy to use 
- Faster resolution 
- Minimal escalations to 
  network engineersWorkers complain of a dropped 

connection in building                             
22, third floor. 

$

IT notices that the East Coast site 
is performing below the SLA 
baseline, set two weeks ago. 
Could be a security threat.

The company is adding three 
new branch locations, but 
pressuring the IT department 
to keep costs low.

Remotely Diagnose & Troubleshoot

Remotely Monitor, Secure & Analyze

Report and Strategize

SOLUTION BENEFITS

A DEEP LOOK INTO YOUR NETWORK  
CREATES OPTIMAL WIRELESS PERFORMANCE
Your IT department will now be able to quickly monitor, analyze, troubleshoot, and report on issues for peak wireless performance. 

Help Desk Team Member

CIO

IT Administrator

- Flexible report management
- Real-time and historic trend analysis
- Cloud technologies for scalability

- Unified management platform
- Customized dashboard
- Google maps
- SLA baselines
- RF Health Reports
- Device type, firmware summary
- Client inventory
- Network usage
- PCI reports

- Customizable dashboard 
- Interactive floor plans 
- Views of APs, clients, 
  device details 
- Channel usage, error rates,                     
  retry rates
- Packet capture, wireless debug, 
  TCP/IP Ping & Traceroute
- Automation of proactive &                    
  reactive remediation

The IT administrator 
immediately generates a PCI 
report to detect and identify 
thousands of applications in 
real time. With the NSight  
Platform, the admin is able 
to zero in on the rogue 
device and rapidly block it 
before any harm is done.

With just a few clicks, the 
help desk can see that 
there's a gap in coverage 
and an access point isn't 
working. Time to replace it. 
Help desk generates a 
report to the IT manager 
for consideration. 

Using real-time analytics, the 
CIO can pinpoint exactly 
what is needed — no chance 
of costly waste. And with 
NSight, scaling is easy and
cost-e�ective, using its
cloud technology.

GAIN IN-DEPTH VISIBILITY INTO EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR ENTERPRISE NETWORK, CLIENTS, DEVICES, AND APPLICATIONS WITH EXTREME NETWORKS NSIGHT™ PLATFORM.

Learn more about Extreme Networks NSight Platform at WWW.EXTREMENETWORKS.COM


